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Cover type 1) Laminated 2) Non-laminated First issues with black inner sleeve 

    
Cover type 1,  GEMA copyright, 
matrix A-1, with mono version 
of Paperback writer & an 
alternate mix of Revolution 

Grey sliced Apple,  
matrix B-1 with the single  
mix of The ballad of John and 
Yoko 

Cover type 1,  GEMA copyright, 
matrix A-2,  with stereo  
version of Paperback writer  
& the US mix of Revolution 

Grey sliced Apple,  additional 
pressing ring around play hole 
on both sides,matrix B-2 with 
the album mix of The ballad of 
John and Yoko 

    
Cover type 1,  BIEM copyright, 
matrix A-2 

Grey sliced Apple, matrix B-2 
 

Cover type 1,  BIEM copyright, 
matrix A-2 

Grey sliced Apple, matrix B-2, 
additional pressing ring around 
play hole on B-side 

    
Deutsche Grammophon 
contract pressing, Dish labels 

Grey sliced Apple 
Small pressing ring (19mm) 

Crossover pressing, GEMA 
copyright 

BIEM copyright 



    
Deutsche Grammophon 
contract pressing, Dish labels 

White sliced Apple 
Small pressing ring (19mm) 

White sliced Apple, large space 
under STEREO on both sides 

 

    
Cover type 2, Pale green Apple Small space under STEREO on  

B-side 
Cover type 2, green faded  
label background on A-side 

Additional pressing ring around 
play hole on A-side 

    
Cover type 1, green/yellow 
Apple 

Additional pressing ring around 
play hole on B-side 

Cover type 2 Additional pressing ring around 
play hole on both sides 

    
Teldec contract pressing, translucent vinyl 
Dish labels, “Manufactured in Germany” matrix 

Teldec contract pressing viewed under heavy backlight 



    
Sonopress contract pressing,  
Dish labels 

Small space under STEREO, 
“Made in Germany” matrix 

Sonopress contract pressing,  
Dish labels 

Large space under STEREO, 
“Made in Germany” matrix 
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Cover types: 
1) Release number on front & 
rear cover 
2) Release number on front & 
rear cover, Electrola logo on 
rear cover, cover printed in 
Holland 
3) No release number on front 
cover, bold release number on 
rear cover 

   
    

    
Cover type 1, handwritten 
perimeter 

 Cover type 1 Additional pressing ring around 
play hole on B-side 



 

    
Sonopress contract pressing, Dish labels 
“Made in Germany” matrix 

Cover type 1 or 2,  
Dutch contract press 

Dutch release number on A-side 

    
Cover type 1 or 2,  
Dutch contract press 

Flat label Cover type 1 or 2,  
Dutch contract press 

Dish label 

  

  

Cover type 3, printed perimeter    
    
APPLE 27 469-6 – HEY JUDE   
   

    
Club-Sonderauflage Sticker with release number 

pasted on front cover only 
Record number 1C 072-04348  


